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no text in the description.) 
 
NEWFOUNDLAND PERFIN HOARD OF 214 
SEE SCANS!! Newfoundland perfin hoard of 214 as 
purchased by us from an estate. We put these in 
Scott order by company: Ayre 184 stamps; unknown 
1; PS 1; AND 13; GK. 17 for a total of 214 
Newfoundland private perfins. We have removed 
none and have not checked for varieties.  Starting 
bid: US$399.99 - 0 bids. (Steve noted the following 
about this lot: This lot had an eye-seizing minimum 
bid.  What the offeror thought made the lot worth 
such an amount it did not say.  There were 48 
different stamps with the 'AYRE' perfin (up to 31 
copies), 13 stamps (12 different) of 'AND', and 6 
different (up to six copies) of 'GK'.  The 
"unidentified" perfin is a group of four holes which 
might possibly be a fragmentary fiscal cancellation 
of the 1-cent gray fish postage stamp.) 
 
Chris Rueger (#1834) reported several items of 
interest on the block last month. the three most 
interesting are at the end. 
 
Nutmeg Sale #88 
 
336 SP() -- 37-9vars, "Specimen" Perfins VF, 
unused, no gum, Cplt Set for UPU Distribution w/ 
Additional "Specimen" h/s in red, applied lightly 
over the edge of the stamps by the receiving 
authority (SG #35-7s) (Photo) 140 
 
1064 SP -- 25/45, Diagonally perfed SPECIMEN 
VF, Excellent Fresh Colors, Cplt Set, Sismondo 
Photo Cert (SG #25s/45s, £300=$540) (Photo) 500 
 
1068 SP -- J1-4vars, Specimen Perfins Fine-VF, J1-
2,4 NH, Cplt Set of Four (SG #D1-4s, £95=$171) 
(Photo) 75 
 
Nutmeg Baby Sale #23 
 
8225  --  OA2,2d,3,5,6,8,10 Fine-VF, few small flts, 
a nice introduction to the punched large OS officials 
(Brusden-White #2ba//30b, A$204=$155) Cat 
$92.70 (Photo) 21  
 
8226  --  OB1-2,2d,2h,3,5-10 VF, sm flts, the first 
wmk Kangaroos punched small OS (Brusden-White 
#1bd//30ba, A$341=$259) Cat $173 (Photo) 38 
 

8227  --  OB19-21,21e,22-4,24a,25-31,34,36,60,62-
3,63a,66-7,67a,68,68c,71,72a,b,73,75 Fine-VF, 
couple tiny flts, A nice set of the George V sideface 
issues punched small OS (30 diff) (Brusden-White 
#63ba//126b, A$310=$236) Cat $118.40 (Photo) 48 
 
Nutmeg Sale #90 
 
4285  --  206, ReUse Prevention/Douglas Patent-
Perf 12 w/8 Hole Punch-Gray Blue VF, OG, Nice 
item Cat $190 (Photo) 200 
 
And, from the recent Weiss Sale #152:  
 
Lot 1232 --  Schermack III/344 w/rare 21-hole 
Experimental Control; no holes missing...($200-
300.) start $100.- 
 
Lot 1233  –-   SCH III w/Private Controls; 14 diff 
(list on request) great specialist group... ($700.) start 
200.- 
 

Nutmeg #90 Lot 4285 
Raises a Question 

Paul Mistretta (LM#111) 
 
While the appeal of the last two items is obvious – 
the explanation of the third-last is not . “ReUse 
Prevention/Douglas Patent-Perf 12 w/8 Hole Punch-
Gray Blue VF, OG” is a description of an item with 
which I am unfamiliar.  Below is a picture of the 
item with a (photoshop derived) illustration of the 
pattern described.  
 

       
 
So, what is this patern in Scott #US 206 with whic i 
am unfamiliar? I have checked the US catalog and 
(unless I am more tired than I realize) don’t find any 
reference to this item, which should (I think) appear 
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